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Palm Beach is known around the world as the most wealthy, glamorous, opulent, decadent, self-indulgent,
sinful spot on earth. With their beautiful 3.75 square-island constantly in the media glare, Palm Beachers
protect their impossibly rich society from outside scrutiny with vigilant police, ubiquitous personal security
staffs, and screens of tall hedges encircling every mansion.

To this bizarre suspicious, exclusive world, New York Times bestselling author Ronald Kessler brought his
charm, insight, and award-winning investigative skills, and came to know Palm Beach, its celebrated and
powerful residents, and its exotic social rituals as no outside writer ever has. In this colorful, entertaining,
and compulsively readable book. Kessler reveals the inside story of Palm Beach society as it moves
languidly through the summer months, quickens in the fall, and shifts into frenetic high speed as the season
begins in December, peaks in January and February, and continues into April.

When unimaginable wealth combines with unlimited leisure time oil an island barely three times the size of
New York's Central Park, human foibles and desires, lust and greed, passion and avarice, become magnified
and intensified. Like laboratory rats fed growth hormones, the 9,800 Palm Beach residents—87 percent of
whom are millionaires—exhibit the most outlandish extremes of their breed.

To tell the story, Kessler follows four Palm Beachers through the season. These four characters—the
reigning queen of Palm Beach society, the night manager of Palm Beach's trendiest bar, a gay "walker" who
escorts wealthy women to balls, and a thirty—six-year-old gorgeous blonde who says she "can't find a guy in
Palm Beach"—know practically everyone on the island and tell what goes on behind the scenes.

Interweaving the yarns of these unfor-gettable figures with the lifestyle, history, scandals, lore, and rituals of
a unique island of excess, The Season creates a powerful, seamless, juicy narrative that no novelist could
dream up.
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From reader reviews:

Diane Adams:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important work, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the guide entitled The Season. Try to make the book The Season as your buddy. It means that
it can to get your friend when you experience alone and beside that of course make you smarter than before.
Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you far more confidence because you can know
anything by the book. So , we should make new experience as well as knowledge with this book.

William Emmer:

What do you about book? It is not important with you? Or just adding material when you require something
to explain what yours problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy particular person? If you don't
have spare time to perform others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have extra time? What
did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They need to answer that question due to the fact just their
can do that. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is proper. Because start
from on kindergarten until university need this kind of The Season to read.

Laura Lee:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library or
even make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's soul or real
their leisure activity. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to go to the library. They go to at this
time there but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that looking at is not important, boring and
also can't see colorful pics on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important for yourself. As we
know that on this time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's
country. Therefore this The Season can make you feel more interested to read.

Shane Dagostino:

E-book is one of source of know-how. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen will need book to know the up-date information of year in order to year. As we
know those textbooks have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to
around the world. By book The Season we can get more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? To be
creative person must choose to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that acceptable with your aim.
Don't always be doubt to change your life by this book The Season. You can more appealing than now.
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